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Why are we here?



Why are we here?



I am here because  
you are here.



You are here because  
I am here.



But why at the  
ITE-ANZ Seminar



To be able to access 
the best transport 

researchers and 
practitioners in the 

world.



A Brief Excursion into Theory



A General Theory of 
Access

The only reason to locate anywhere is to:  

• be near some things  (people, 
opportunities, etc.),  

• be far from other things (disamenities), 
or  

• possess things. 

Accessibility measures this.



About what do  
people care?

Jobs,  
Shops and Stores,  

Amenities,  
Health, 

Parks, the Beach  
the Outside World, ...



So
• People will pay a 

premium to be in 
locations with higher 
accessibility to the 
things (people, 
opportunities) they 
care about, to save 
time (spend less cost 
in travel), and to be 
more productive (earn 
more), all else equal. 

• We want to measure 
ALL the things people 
care about, and the 
cost of travel to reach 
them.



A Brief Excursion into Empiricism



Accessibility Explains
Commuting Time  

Levinson, David (1998) Accessibility and 
the Journey to Work. Journal of 
Transport Geography 6(1) 11-21. 

Mode Shares  

Owen, Andrew and David Levinson 
(2015) Modeling the Commute Mode 
Share of Transit Using Continuous 
Accessibility to Jobs. Transportation 
Research part A  74 110—122. 

Real Estate Prices and Density  

Iacono, Michael and David Levinson 
(2017) Accessibility Dynamics and Location 
Premia: Do Land Values Follow 
Accessibility Changes?  Urban Studies. 
54(2) pp. 364—381 

Incomes and Productivity  

Melo, Patricia, Daniel Graham, David 
Levinson, and Sarah Aarabi 
(2017) Agglomeration, Accessibility, and 
Productivity: Evidence for Large Urbanized 
Areas in the US. Urban Studies. 54(1) pp. 
179—195 

Investment Decisions  

Levinson, David, David Giacomin, and 
Antony Badsey-Ellis (2016) Accessibility 
and the choice of network investments in 
the London Underground. Journal of 
Transport and Land Use 9(1) 131-150



Measuring Access



Cumulative 
Opportunities (Primal)

10 min

10-minute primal 
accessibility:  

0 opportunities

20 min

10 min

20-minute primal  
accessibility:  

2 opportunities

30 min

20 min

10 min

30-minute primal  
accessibility:  

3 opportunities

Note: each red dot is an opportunity (e.g. a job)
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Dual

10 min

20 min

10 min

30 min

20 min

10 min

Note: each red dot is an opportunity (e.g. a job)
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Cumulative 
Opportunities

• Simple count of destinations reachable within 
threshold.  

• It is not an index, it is an actual thing. 

• Primal: “30-minute accessibility to 10,000 jobs”  
(opportunity-denominated) (Opportunities within 
fixed time) 

• Dual: “Can reach 10,000 jobs within 30 minutes” 
(time-denominated) (Time to reach fixed number of 
opportunities) 

• Multiple metrics and maps for multiple thresholds



“Primal:” Hansen’s 
(1959) Measure

Ai =
J

∑
j=1

Oj f(Cij)

Access (A) at i =  
Sum of Opportunities (O) at j 
multiplied by some function (f) of the Cost (C) 
from getting from i to j

This is often operationalised with O being jobs and C being travel time. But that  
is just a short-hand indicator, useful since those are the most important opportunities and 
costs, but not complete since they are not the only opportunities and costs.



Tobler’s Law

Everything is related to everything else, but 
near things are more related than distant 

things.

Waldo Tobler



f(Cij) = {1 if tlb < Cij < tub

0 otherwise

Cumulative opportunities takes the number in a threshold (t) (e.g. 30 minutes).  
This is also a short-hand indicator, but a pretty useful one. (lower bound (lb),  
upper bound (ub), to account for both minimum and maximum desired trip distances (see 
e.g. Redmond and Mokhtarian (1999).)



f(Cij) = eθeCij

Time-weighted cumulative opportunity, sometimes known as gravity or distance or 
time-decay measures weight the cumulative opportunity measures by the importance 
of a particular threshold. The impedance factor (    ) is empirically estimated. 

This is also a short-hand indicator, but a bit more abstract than cumulative 
opportunities and harder to observe.

θe



Ai,h,z,m,c,t,p =
J

∑
j=1

Oj,h,z f(Cij,h,m,c)

Being SPECIFIC, we are measuring (at some point in time): 
Access at i  
for time of day h and  
activity type z,  
by mode m,  
considering cost categories c  
within time threshold t  
for persons in subgroup p =  
Sum of Opportunities at j  
at time of day h  
for activity type (purpose) z,  
multiplied by some function (f) of the Cost  
from getting from i to j  
at time h  
by mode m,  
considering cost categories c.



Ai,08:00, jobs,m,time,30minutes,everyone =
J

∑
j=1

Oj,all−day, jobs f(Cij,08:00,mode,traveltime)

Being VERY SPECIFIC, we are 
measuring: 
Access at i  
for time of day h=08:00 and  
trips to work,  
by mode m=walk, bike, transit, 
driving,  
considering cost categories 
c=measured travel time  
within time threshold t=30 
minutes 
for all persons , which equals 
  

Sum of Opportunities at j  
at any time of day (all jobs, 
regardless of available) 
for trips to work,  
multiplied by cumulative 
opportunities (f) of the travel time 
(1 if < 30 minutes) 
from getting from i to j  
for travel times measured at 08:00  
by mode m,  
considering measured travel time.

Ai,h,z,m,c,t,p =
J

∑
j=1

Oj,h,z f(Cij,h,m,c)
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A**i,.,.,.,c,t,. = max
m

J
∑
j=1

Z
∑
z=1

H
∑
h=1

P
∑
p=1

Oj,z,hWzUhVi,mSi,p f(Cij,h,m,c)

P
∑
p=1

Si,p

To be GENERAL, we want to do this for all categories: 
Full Access (A**) is the maximum access that can be achieved, summing across modes m, 
considering all the factors from above, but weighting them: 
W - weight for activity type z 
U - weight for time of day h 
V - weight for modal availability of m 
S - population in subgroup p



which we can make less clunky by using the Bold 
matrix notation.

Ai =
J

∑
j=1

Oj f(Cij)

Comparing with the original equation 
reminds us of the difference of  
what we would like to measure and  
what we can measure.

Oj =

Matrix of full cost between i and j

Ai = Matrix of full accessibilities at i

Cij =

Matrix of full opportunities at j



Discussion
• Access, properly measured, explains everything about location. 

• In theory, we can construct a measure of access to each thing 
(activity, person, place), by time-of-day, by every available 
mode, considering every (perceived) cost, for each person 
considering their unique preferences, at every moment. 

• This looks a lot like what `utility’ tries to do. 

• In practice, we construct a measure of access to jobs, (and a 
few other things) in the peak, by auto and transit (and walk 
and bike), considering actual travel times (and maybe financial 
outlays), for the average person or selected groups.  

• The practical measure correlates reasonably well with the 
theoretical ideal.



¿Questions?
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